Description: Rabbit is underweight, depressed, and soiled. Veterinary care is needed.
the guinea pig/hamster room is 93 degrees F. Air conditioner is not functioning. The room is not adequately ventilated.
the guinea pig/hamster room is 93 degrees F. Air conditioner is not functioning. The room is not adequately ventilated.
Photographer: Jeff Lee
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with head tilt. Veterinary care is needed.
Photographer: Jeff Lee
Legal Name: 93-R-0521
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with thick yellow discharge in left eye. Veterinary care is needed.
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Inspection: 211151857550456

Rabbit with thick yellow discharge in left eye. Veterinary care is needed.
Description:
Rabbit with thick yellow discharge in left eye. Veterinary care is needed.
Photographer: Jeff Lee
Legal Name: 93-R-0521
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with a head tilt. Veterinary care is needed.
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Rabbit with a head tilt. Veterinary care is needed.
Photographer: Jeff lee

Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
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Description: Rabbit with overgrown nails.
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Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with overgrown nails
Rabbit with a head tilt. Veterinary care is needed
Photographer: Tyler Fields
Legal Name: PRO SCI INC.
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with a head tilt. Veterinary care is needed.
Rabbit with a head tilt. Veterinary care is needed.
Photographer: Tyler Fields
Legal Name: PRO SCI INC.
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Squinting and clear discharge is observed in left eye.
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FOIA 2017-APHIS-02031-F_000120
Photographer: Tyler Fields
Legal Name: PRO SCI INC.
Photo Taken: Wed, Jul 29, '15
Description: Rabbit with overgrown nails
Inspection: 211151857550456

FOIA 2017-APHIS-02031-F_000121
One shade structure (approx. 3 ft. x 6 ft.) not sufficiently sized for 4 cows to comfortably protect all animals from the direct rays of sun.

Pro Sci Inc.

91161649010644
Description: One shade structure (approx. 3 ft. x 6 ft.) not sufficiently sized for 4 cows to comfortably protect all animals from the direct rays of sun.

Pro Sci Inc.

Inspection: 91161649010644

CFR: 3.127 (a)
Photographer: Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Photo Taken: Wed, Mar 23, '16
Description: Repeat: Rabbit cages moderately covered in rust. Rust may prevent the required cleaning and sanitization.

CFR: 3.51 (d)
Repeat: Rabbit cages moderately covered in rust. Rust may prevent the required cleaning and sanitation. (close up)
Rabbit barn: a large crack approx. 5-6 feet long in cement floor. Large cracks are not impervious to moisture and may prevent proper sanitization.
Row of rabbit cages with moderate rust. Also, some rabbit cages do not meet minimum space requirements for rabbits over 8.8 lbs.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; front and back feet.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; front feet.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; front left foot.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; back right foot.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; back right foot, close-up view.
Example of rabbit with overgrown nails; back left foot.
llama (next to cow pen) wearing long lead line that can entangle feet.
Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16 1030
Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description: llama (next to cow pen) wearing long lead line that can entangle feet. Excessively long hooves on a llama.
Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16  1030
Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description:
Llama in goat pen with excessively long hooves.
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Description:
llama wearing long lead line that can entangle feet. Lasso also left in the enclosure.
CFR: 2.33(b)(2)

Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16  1030
Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Description:
Excessively long hooves in a goat in the quarantine pens.

Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16  1000
Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description:
Sheep pen with only a shade cloth for cover, no shelter from rain.
Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16  1000
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Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description:
Large sheep pen with muddy ground and insufficient space under shelter for all animals to be protected from recent rain.
Large sheep pen with muddy ground and insufficient space under shelter for all animals to be protected from recent rain.
CFR: 3.127(b)

Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16    1000
Inspection No: 2016082567937894

Description:
One dry spot in large sheep pen with muddy ground and insufficient space under shelter for all animals to be protected from recent rain.
Cows with hay intermingled with fecal material on the ground.

Photographer: K. FRANK
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Description:
Cows with hay intermingled with fecal material on the ground.

Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name:
Pro Sci Inc.
Photographer: K. FRANK
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Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description: Food receptacle with fecal material in the goat/llama pen.
Photographer: K. FRANK
Date and Time: 22-SEP-16  1100
Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name: Pro Sci Inc.
Description:
Sheep pen adjacent to uncovered sprawling waste pile.
Open drainage pipe with fecal material built up exiting the rabbit barn.
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Inspection No: 2016082567937894
Description:
Open drainage pipe with fecal material built up exiting the rabbit barn.

Certificate: 93-B-0229
Legal Name:
Pro Sci Inc.